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Origin and Evolution of the Sul�de-Rich, Ma�c Igneous Intrusion at Eagle Mine, Upper Peninsula, MI

The Eagle Mine of the Upper Peninsula, Michigan is host to a productive 
copper-nickel, sul�de-rich ore deposit that is hosted within the Yellow Dog 
Intrusion, a ma�c intrusive igneous rock.  The origin of the ore and its 
relationship to its host intrusion are not known. To better understand the 
processes responsible for the formation of the deposit, we collected a series 
of rocks from the mine that represent distinct crystallization phases of the 
intrusion.  Here, we apply a new model for di�erentiation within ma�c 
magma chambers: the Sequential Extraction model.  The model invokes the 
process of liquid immiscibility to generate complementary Si-rich and Fe-rich 
melts that, due to signi�cant di�erences in density, rapidly segregate upon 
formation.  We use whole-rock and trace-element geochemistry to follow 
chemical evolution within the magma chamber, and we apply petrographic 
techniques to observe characteristic textural features associated with 
segregated liquids within a crystallizing magma body.  We show that the Cu, 
Ni deposits are co-magmatic, and that their origin is tied to the segregated 
Fe-rich liquid.

Abstract

Introduction
Eagle Mine is located in northern Michigan near Marquette, MI.  The host 
rock to the ma�c Yellow Dog intrusion were Archean and Proterozoic 
sedimentary rocks.  The Yellow Dog intrusion is related to the Midcontinent 
Rift System (MCR) associated with other magmatic bodies, such as the 
Duluth Complex, the Mineral Lake Intrusive complex (including the Mellon 
Granite), and the Osler  and the Mamainse Point Volcanic Group.   The ma�c 
Eagle intrusion is  dated at 1107.3 ± 3.7 Ma, representing one of the earliest 
stages of the MCR.  The intrustion is small (~300 m x 400 m), but it is rich in 
sul�de deposits.  We are studying the system in order to understand the 
origin of the sul�de mineralization in evolving magma bodies.  With the 
recent shift in sul�de mining in the Duluth Complex, MN, applying our 
small-scale model of the Eagle Mine to larger-scale intrusions such as the 
Duluth Complex has exciting potential to further our understanding of the 
evolution of magmatic sul�de deposits, and ma�c intrusions in general. 

The Eagle Ni-Cu-PGE Magmatic Sul�de Deposit
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Rock classi�cation diagram showing rock types from 
Yellow Dog intrusion (Eagle Mine)

Modi�ed from Ding et al. (2010)

Conduct electron microprobe analyses at University of Minnesota to examine compositional 
di�erences across crystals. 

Explore upper portion of Yellow Dog intrusion for evidence of buoyant felsic liquid segregate

Collection of a more complete suite of rocks from the Eagle mine, including feldspathic pyroxenite

Examine other magmatic sul�de deposits (e.g., the Duluth, MN complex) for evidence of migrating Si- 
and Fe, S-rich liquids.

Future Research

The concept of silicate liquid immiscibility is similar to vinagar and oil.  A single solution 
can separate into two with changing environmental conditions (i.e., P, T, or X).  The two 
liquids will separate if one liquid is less dense than the other. 

In silicate liquids, two compositionally di�erent liquids are known to separate into a 
Si-rich granitic liquid and a coexisting dense, Fe-rich liquid. 

In large, layered ma�c intrusions, viscous boundary layers form within the convecting 
magma chamber (Ihinger, 2017).  Crystallization within this boundary layer builds a 
skeletal network of large olivine, pyroxene, and plagioclase crystals.  Chemical depletion 
of the interstitial liquid drives the solution into a 2-phase compositional �eld to generate 
complementary felsic and ma�c liquids (Holness et al., 2010). 

The Yellow Dog intrusion is too small to generate viscous boundary layers due to 
convective �ow.  However, crystallization will still result in evolution of interstitial liquid.

Upon reaching immiscibility, the ma�c Yellow Dog liquid was rich in sulfur (and other 
high �eld strength elements) and crystallized to form sul�de ore.   If the dense �uid was 
e�ciently extracted, peridotite/gabbros remained.  If the �uid was incompletely 
extracted, disseminated sul�des remained.  If the �uid was able to accumulate, 
semi-massive and massive sul�de deposits were formed.

The e�ects of metasomatization of the Si- and Fe, S-rich liquids are illustrated on a rock 
classi�cation diagram.  Most rocks from the Eagle mine plot in the middle of the diagram, 
but rising Si-rich liquids will transform olivine to pyroxene, and sinking Fe, S-rich liquids 
will transform pyroxene to olivine, even on the scale of a thin section.

 

Disseminated Sul�de (EFD-004V)
Drippy Magnetite 

Magnetite crystallized from dense ma�c liquid 
sinking through crystaline skeletal framework
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Semi-Massive Sul�de (EFD-001H left
        EFD-005 V right)

System is rich with Fe, S-bearing silicate liquid

Massive Sul�de  (EFD-001H) 

System is overwhelmed with Fe, S-bearing 
silicate liquid

Conclusions

Geographic extent of the Midcontinent Rift System and geologic 
map of the Lake Superior region.  Red star indicates Eagle Mine. 
Modi�ed from (Ding et al., 2010)
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Eagle Intrustion (this work)

Eagle Massive and Semi Massive Sul�des (this work)

Eagle Intrusion (Ding et al, 2010)

Eagle Peridotite (Ding et al, 2010)

Eagle Pyroxenite (Ding et al, 2010)

Mineral Lake Intrusive Complex

Skaergaard 

Stillwater Intrusion Felsic Segreation

4.05 Million tonnes; ave. 3.57% Ni, 2.91% Cu, 
0.10% Co, 0.28g/t Au, 0.73 g/t Pt, 0.47 g/t Pd

Petrographic textural analysis show Eagle sul�de and silicate minerals coexisted 
in a magmatic state.

Graphic granite textures, interstitial to ma�c crystalline host, suggest presence of 
trapped residual felsic liquid. 

Total HSFE varies linearly with SiO2 and trends toward pure magnetite/sul�de at 
0 % SiO2, indicating Eagle rock compositions result from simple addition of oxide 
and sul�de minerals to host silicate crystalline framework.

Drippy magnetite textures are consistent with formation from dense, ma�c 
liquid sinking within a skeletal silicate framework.

Rock classi�cation diagrams show e�ects of metasomatization on Eagle Mine 
rocks through reaction with migrating segregated liquids; ma�c and felsic 
liquids serve to generate two resultant rock types (dunite and pyroxenite, 
respectively).  

Disseminated Sul�de (EFD-002H)
Highly Serpentinized

Olivine crystals alter to serpentine indicating 
presence of hydrous �uids.

Peridotite (EFD-003V)
Graphic Granite texture

The felsic liquid created from liquid immisibility 
lacks seed nucleation sites, and crystallizes 
rapidly
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Cross section of the Eagle and Eagle East ore bodies

Cp = Chalcopyrite (CuFeS2)
Po = Pyrrhotite (Fe1-xS)
Pn = Pentlandite ((Fe, Ni)9S5)
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Why Sul�de Deposits are Important
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A New Model for the Formation of Magmatic Sul�de Deposits
Late-stage, interstitial liquid immiscibility

Rock classi�cation diagram showing e�ects of 
metasomatization of Eagle rocks by segregated liquids

(granite liquid: pink arrow; Fe, S-rich sludge: black arrow)
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EFD-003 Peridotite
EFD-004 Mineralized Peridotite
EFD-001 Semi-Massive Sul�de

EFD-005 Massive Sul�de

A series of observations support a new model for
the origin of the Eagle magmatic sul�de deposit:


